
China
Wild Discovery Highlights 2019 - 2020

WHY CHOOSE WILD DISCOVERY?
• A wide choice of packages adapted to your budget and time
• Experienced and knowledgeable staff that presents creative 
    suggestions for your travel requirements
• Fast response to requests and follow-up till the end of your trip

WHAT TO EXPECT?
• A comprehensive choice of travel services
• A choice of the best hotels, cruises and trains
• Permanent assistance from Wild Discovery Head Office at any moment
• Choices that suit families, couples, seniors and groups
• High quality services & strong commitment to customer satisfaction
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Concierge Services | Unforgettable Holidays Experiences | Air Travel & Private Jets | Yachting, Villas, Cruising | International Events & Weddings

Exploration, Adventure & Wildlife | Wellness & Medical | Luxury Camps| Summer Education | Arts & Crafts Holidays | Food & Wine Trails

Lebanon DMC | Africa, Asia and South America Specialist | Greece Specialist | Honeymoon Specialist

www.wilddiscovery.com.lb  -  info@wilddiscovery.com.lb

Call your nearest accredited agent or visit one of our branches

OUR CALL CENTER 
+961 1 560 960

Corporate Desk
+961 1 444 744
+961 1 563 603

Inbound Desk
+961 1 56 56 06
+961 71 202 828

Travel Agent Desk
+961 1 563 603
+961 76 777 549

Private Desk
+961 1 56 36 01
+961 76 68 00 99 

OUR SPECIALIZED DESKS

Group Desk
+961 1 56 05 66

OUR BRANCHES

Gemmayzeh
+961 1 56 56 46

Head Office
+961 1 563 603

Kaslik
+961 9 835 222

LEBANON

EXPERIENCE THE SINGAPORE AIRLINES

PREMIUM ECONOMY CLASS

A GREAT NEW WAY TO FLY.
EXTRA COMFORT. EXTRA CHOICES. EXTRA PRIVILEGES.

When it comes to f lying, it ’s the lit tle things that make the journey great . Like a more comfor table  
seat , addit ional meal and beverage choices, and exclusive privileges. All brought together by  
the same award-winning service you love. It ’s just one of the lengths we go to, to bring you  
a great new way to f ly.

SIApremiumeconomy.com



China represents an intersection where past, present and future 
meet. With one foot deeply rooted in an ancient and storied past, 
and the other lunging into the future, no other country on earth 
boasts more dramatic contrasts.

From the historical wonders of Xi’an and the Great Wall to the 
natural wonders of the Rainbow Mountains, China is a vast and 
varied nation offering something special for everyone.

Let Wild Discovery, the specialist in luxury travel and tailor-made 
journeys introduce you to this vibrant nation, where ancient 
civilization meets the modern world! 

CHINA,
A LAND OF ANCIENT 
TRADITIONS!

CHINA ROYAL TOUR 14D/13N 
Beijing - Xian - Guilin - Hangzhou - Shanghai

Delve into the unique world of China during this magnificent tour as you 
explore Beijing, Xi’an, Guilin, and Shanghai. As you’d expect from a vacation 
to China, a highlight is your visit to the Great Wall of China, known as one 
of the New Seven Wonders of the World. As if the Great Wall of China is not 
enough to astonish you, wait until you see the Terracotta Warriors in Xi’an. 
You’ll also be entertained by a music and dance show from the Tang Dynasty, 
which reigned over China a thousand years ago. Ride a rickshaw through one 
of Beijing’s hutongs, the city’s ancient alley & much more.

Including:
•13-night accommodation at 5* hotels based on double occupancy.
•Pick up and drop-off from your hotel ; Entrance fees.
•Meals as listed in the itinerary.
•English speaking guide + driver + Private car/van/bus for Private Transfers and sightseeing.
•Luggage Transfers between airports and hotels.
•All domestic flights from city to city mentioned above (Beijing-Xian-Guilin-Hangzhou).
•Bullet train with first class seat from Hangzhou to Shanghai.
•Assistance of our representative in China.

Starting price per person $3285
Recommended airline: Singapore Airlines

HIGHLIGHTS OF CHINA 8D/7N 
Beijing  - Xian - Shanghai

Visit the most famous cities in China: Beijing, Xian and Shanghai- the golden 
triangle. Go hiking on the most magnificent Great Wall of China. Visit the 
underground army in Xian- the Terra-cotta Warriors. Enjoy the Tang Dynasty 
show in Xian to go back to the glorious old days.

Including:
• 7-night accommodation at 5* hotels based on double occupancy.
• Pick up and drop-off between airport & hotel.
• Air-conditioned car, van or bus.
• Entrance tickets of the attractions as listed.
• English-speaking tour guide.
• Meals as listed in the itinerary.
• Two ways domestic flights (Beijing-Xian and Xian-Shanghai) with economical class.
• Assistance of our representative in China.

Starting price per person  $1979
Recommended airline: Singapore Airlines
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JINGZUN PEKING DUCK
An unsung purveyor of Peking duck, Jingzun’s bargain birds are every bite the equal of 
Beijing’s more elite brands, unruly presentation aside.

LUK YU TEA HOUSE
This gorgeous formal teahouse (c 1933) with original art deco decor was the haunt of 
opera artists, writers and painters who came to give recitals and discuss the national 
fate. The food is old-school Cantonese plus a variety of dim sum dumplings. 

ULTRAVIOLET
You’ve probably paired food and wine before, but what about coupling an illuminated 
apple-wasabi communion wafer with purple candles and a specially designed cathedral 
scent? Welcome to China’s most conceptual dining experience.

TASTE OF TIBET
This upscale joint offers a refined take on Tibetan fare in a rustic dining room decorated 
with a fine collection of traditional nomad tools and tapestries.

SINGAPORE AIRLINES TAKES YOU TO 28 
DESTINATIONS ACROSS CHINA 

5 Main Cities 

23 Other Touristic Destinations

  

FORBIDDEN CITY
The Unesco-listed Forbidden City is China’s largest and best-preserved 
collection of ancient buildings, and the largest palace complex in the world. 
Steeped in stultifying ritual and Byzantine regal protocol, this other-worldly 
palace was the reclusive home to two dynasties of imperial rule.

THE GREAT WALL
China’s greatest engineering triumph and must-see sight, the Great Wall 
wriggles haphazardly from its scattered Manchurian remains in Liáoníng 
province to wind-scoured rubble in the Gobi desert and faint traces in the 
unforgiving sands of Xīnjiāng.

RICE TERRACES
Rising to 1000m, they are an amazing feat of farm engineering on hills dotted 
with minority villages. One of the most sublime and beautiful images rewards 
the climb up to the Nine Dragons & Five Tigers Viewing Point with its 
astonishing, curvaceous layers of terraces.

TOP  experiences 
IN CHINA

BEST PLACES TO eat 
IN CHINA

AMAZING CHINA AND TIBET 14D/13N 
Beijing - Lhasa - Xian - Guilin - Yangshuo - Suzhou - Zhouzhuang - Shanghai

Explore China like an insider on this 14-day adventure across its awe-inspiring 
interior. Go for a walk on the Great Wall, explore the bustling city of Beijing, 
and visit the Temple of Heaven, where ancient emperors came to worship the 
heavens. Glimpse daily life in Tibet and cruise the incredible Yangtze River 
on a riverboat. Cycle atop the city walls of Xi’an, and face its standing army 
of terracotta warriors before eating lunch with a local family. Venture into the 
heart of the country and find the pulse of China.

Including:
•13-night accommodation at 5* hotels based on double occupancy.
•Pick up and drop-off between airport & hotel.
• Air-conditioned car, van or bus.  
• Entrance tickets of the attractions as listed.
• English-speaking tour guide.
• Meals as listed in the itinerary.
• Tibet travel permit.
• Assistance of our representative in China and Tibet.

Starting price per person $4498
Recommended airline: Singapore Airlines

MAGICAL CHINA 8D/7N 
Beijing - Zhouzhuang - Suzhou - Hangzhou - Shanghai

Experience the towering achievements of China’s rich history as you uncover its 
past along the Great Wall and reflect on its future among Shanghai’s gleaming 
towers. Explore the country’s great cities, magnificent architecture, gorgeous 
landscapes, and archaeological treasures. Float down the Yangtze River and 
wander among iconic limestone karsts. 

Including:
• 7-night accommodation at hotel based on double occupancy.
• Pick up and drop-off  from your hotel.
• Air-conditioned car, van or bus.
• Entrance tickets of the attractions as listed.
• English-speaking tour guide.
• Meals as listed in the itinerary.
• Train tickets or airfare as listed.
• Assistance of our representative in China.

Starting price per person $1636

CHINA & YANGTZE RIVER 11D/10N 
Beijing - Xian - Chongqing - Yangtze River - Yichang - Shanghai

China’s sheer size is impossible to fathom until you walk across the expanse of 
Tiananmen Square or gaze at the seemingly endless Great Wall. Take a leisurely 
cruise down the Yangtze River and ride the world’s fastest train. Discover this 
magnificent country, from pristine landscapes to towering cityscapes, from 
ancient sites to modern marvels.

Including:
•10-night accommodation at 5* hotels based on double occupancy.
• Pick up and drop-off between airport & hotel.
• Air-conditioned car, van or bus.
• Entrance tickets of the attractions as listed.
• English-speaking tour guide.
• Meals as mentioned in the itinerary.
• Cable car at Great Wall.
• Cruise cabin based on double occupancy.
• All domestic flights from city to city mentioned above.
• Assistance of our representative in China.

Starting price per person $2890
Recommended airline: Singapore Airlines 

Recommended airline: Singapore Airlines



China represents an intersection where past, present and future 
meet. With one foot deeply rooted in an ancient and storied past, 
and the other lunging into the future, no other country on earth 
boasts more dramatic contrasts.

From the historical wonders of Xi’an and the Great Wall to the 
natural wonders of the Rainbow Mountains, China is a vast and 
varied nation offering something special for everyone.

Let Wild Discovery, the specialist in luxury travel and tailor-made 
journeys introduce you to this vibrant nation, where ancient 
civilization meets the modern world! 

CHINA,
A LAND OF ANCIENT 
TRADITIONS!

CHINA ROYAL TOUR 14D/13N 
Beijing - Xian - Guilin - Hangzhou - Shanghai

Delve into the unique world of China during this magnificent tour as you 
explore Beijing, Xi’an, Guilin, and Shanghai. As you’d expect from a vacation 
to China, a highlight is your visit to the Great Wall of China, known as one 
of the New Seven Wonders of the World. As if the Great Wall of China is not 
enough to astonish you, wait until you see the Terracotta Warriors in Xi’an. 
You’ll also be entertained by a music and dance show from the Tang Dynasty, 
which reigned over China a thousand years ago. Ride a rickshaw through one 
of Beijing’s hutongs, the city’s ancient alley & much more.

Including:
•13-night accommodation at 5* hotels based on double occupancy.
•Pick up and drop-off from your hotel ; Entrance fees.
•Meals as listed in the itinerary.
•English speaking guide + driver + Private car/van/bus for Private Transfers and sightseeing.
•Luggage Transfers between airports and hotels.
•All domestic flights from city to city mentioned above (Beijing-Xian-Guilin-Hangzhou).
•Bullet train with first class seat from Hangzhou to Shanghai.
•Assistance of our representative in China.

Starting price per person $3285
Recommended airline: Singapore Airlines

HIGHLIGHTS OF CHINA 8D/7N 
Beijing  - Xian - Shanghai

Visit the most famous cities in China: Beijing, Xian and Shanghai- the golden 
triangle. Go hiking on the most magnificent Great Wall of China. Visit the 
underground army in Xian- the Terra-cotta Warriors. Enjoy the Tang Dynasty 
show in Xian to go back to the glorious old days.

Including:
• 7-night accommodation at 5* hotels based on double occupancy.
• Pick up and drop-off between airport & hotel.
• Air-conditioned car, van or bus.
• Entrance tickets of the attractions as listed.
• English-speaking tour guide.
• Meals as listed in the itinerary.
• Two ways domestic flights (Beijing-Xian and Xian-Shanghai) with economical class.
• Assistance of our representative in China.

Starting price per person  $1979
Recommended airline: Singapore Airlines
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JINGZUN PEKING DUCK
An unsung purveyor of Peking duck, Jingzun’s bargain birds are every bite the equal of 
Beijing’s more elite brands, unruly presentation aside.

LUK YU TEA HOUSE
This gorgeous formal teahouse (c 1933) with original art deco decor was the haunt of 
opera artists, writers and painters who came to give recitals and discuss the national 
fate. The food is old-school Cantonese plus a variety of dim sum dumplings. 

ULTRAVIOLET
You’ve probably paired food and wine before, but what about coupling an illuminated 
apple-wasabi communion wafer with purple candles and a specially designed cathedral 
scent? Welcome to China’s most conceptual dining experience.

TASTE OF TIBET
This upscale joint offers a refined take on Tibetan fare in a rustic dining room decorated 
with a fine collection of traditional nomad tools and tapestries.

SINGAPORE AIRLINES TAKES YOU TO 28 
DESTINATIONS ACROSS CHINA 

5 Main Cities 

23 Other Touristic Destinations

  

FORBIDDEN CITY
The Unesco-listed Forbidden City is China’s largest and best-preserved 
collection of ancient buildings, and the largest palace complex in the world. 
Steeped in stultifying ritual and Byzantine regal protocol, this other-worldly 
palace was the reclusive home to two dynasties of imperial rule.

THE GREAT WALL
China’s greatest engineering triumph and must-see sight, the Great Wall 
wriggles haphazardly from its scattered Manchurian remains in Liáoníng 
province to wind-scoured rubble in the Gobi desert and faint traces in the 
unforgiving sands of Xīnjiāng.

RICE TERRACES
Rising to 1000m, they are an amazing feat of farm engineering on hills dotted 
with minority villages. One of the most sublime and beautiful images rewards 
the climb up to the Nine Dragons & Five Tigers Viewing Point with its 
astonishing, curvaceous layers of terraces.

TOP  experiences 
IN CHINA

BEST PLACES TO eat 
IN CHINA

AMAZING CHINA AND TIBET 14D/13N 
Beijing - Lhasa - Xian - Guilin - Yangshuo - Suzhou - Zhouzhuang - Shanghai

Explore China like an insider on this 14-day adventure across its awe-inspiring 
interior. Go for a walk on the Great Wall, explore the bustling city of Beijing, 
and visit the Temple of Heaven, where ancient emperors came to worship the 
heavens. Glimpse daily life in Tibet and cruise the incredible Yangtze River 
on a riverboat. Cycle atop the city walls of Xi’an, and face its standing army 
of terracotta warriors before eating lunch with a local family. Venture into the 
heart of the country and find the pulse of China.

Including:
•13-night accommodation at 5* hotels based on double occupancy.
•Pick up and drop-off between airport & hotel.
• Air-conditioned car, van or bus.  
• Entrance tickets of the attractions as listed.
• English-speaking tour guide.
• Meals as listed in the itinerary.
• Tibet travel permit.
• Assistance of our representative in China and Tibet.

Starting price per person $4498
Recommended airline: Singapore Airlines

MAGICAL CHINA 8D/7N 
Beijing - Zhouzhuang - Suzhou - Hangzhou - Shanghai

Experience the towering achievements of China’s rich history as you uncover its 
past along the Great Wall and reflect on its future among Shanghai’s gleaming 
towers. Explore the country’s great cities, magnificent architecture, gorgeous 
landscapes, and archaeological treasures. Float down the Yangtze River and 
wander among iconic limestone karsts. 

Including:
• 7-night accommodation at hotel based on double occupancy.
• Pick up and drop-off  from your hotel.
• Air-conditioned car, van or bus.
• Entrance tickets of the attractions as listed.
• English-speaking tour guide.
• Meals as listed in the itinerary.
• Train tickets or airfare as listed.
• Assistance of our representative in China.

Starting price per person $1636

CHINA & YANGTZE RIVER 11D/10N 
Beijing - Xian - Chongqing - Yangtze River - Yichang - Shanghai

China’s sheer size is impossible to fathom until you walk across the expanse of 
Tiananmen Square or gaze at the seemingly endless Great Wall. Take a leisurely 
cruise down the Yangtze River and ride the world’s fastest train. Discover this 
magnificent country, from pristine landscapes to towering cityscapes, from 
ancient sites to modern marvels.

Including:
•10-night accommodation at 5* hotels based on double occupancy.
• Pick up and drop-off between airport & hotel.
• Air-conditioned car, van or bus.
• Entrance tickets of the attractions as listed.
• English-speaking tour guide.
• Meals as mentioned in the itinerary.
• Cable car at Great Wall.
• Cruise cabin based on double occupancy.
• All domestic flights from city to city mentioned above.
• Assistance of our representative in China.

Starting price per person $2890
Recommended airline: Singapore Airlines 

Recommended airline: Singapore Airlines



China represents an intersection where past, present and future 
meet. With one foot deeply rooted in an ancient and storied past, 
and the other lunging into the future, no other country on earth 
boasts more dramatic contrasts.

From the historical wonders of Xi’an and the Great Wall to the 
natural wonders of the Rainbow Mountains, China is a vast and 
varied nation offering something special for everyone.

Let Wild Discovery, the specialist in luxury travel and tailor-made 
journeys introduce you to this vibrant nation, where ancient 
civilization meets the modern world! 

CHINA,
A LAND OF ANCIENT 
TRADITIONS!

CHINA ROYAL TOUR 14D/13N 
Beijing - Xian - Guilin - Hangzhou - Shanghai

Delve into the unique world of China during this magnificent tour as you 
explore Beijing, Xi’an, Guilin, and Shanghai. As you’d expect from a vacation 
to China, a highlight is your visit to the Great Wall of China, known as one 
of the New Seven Wonders of the World. As if the Great Wall of China is not 
enough to astonish you, wait until you see the Terracotta Warriors in Xi’an. 
You’ll also be entertained by a music and dance show from the Tang Dynasty, 
which reigned over China a thousand years ago. Ride a rickshaw through one 
of Beijing’s hutongs, the city’s ancient alley & much more.

Including:
•13-night accommodation at 5* hotels based on double occupancy.
•Pick up and drop-off from your hotel ; Entrance fees.
•Meals as listed in the itinerary.
•English speaking guide + driver + Private car/van/bus for Private Transfers and sightseeing.
•Luggage Transfers between airports and hotels.
•All domestic flights from city to city mentioned above (Beijing-Xian-Guilin-Hangzhou).
•Bullet train with first class seat from Hangzhou to Shanghai.
•Assistance of our representative in China.

Starting price per person $3285
Recommended airline: Singapore Airlines

HIGHLIGHTS OF CHINA 8D/7N 
Beijing  - Xian - Shanghai

Visit the most famous cities in China: Beijing, Xian and Shanghai- the golden 
triangle. Go hiking on the most magnificent Great Wall of China. Visit the 
underground army in Xian- the Terra-cotta Warriors. Enjoy the Tang Dynasty 
show in Xian to go back to the glorious old days.

Including:
• 7-night accommodation at 5* hotels based on double occupancy.
• Pick up and drop-off between airport & hotel.
• Air-conditioned car, van or bus.
• Entrance tickets of the attractions as listed.
• English-speaking tour guide.
• Meals as listed in the itinerary.
• Two ways domestic flights (Beijing-Xian and Xian-Shanghai) with economical class.
• Assistance of our representative in China.

Starting price per person  $1979
Recommended airline: Singapore Airlines
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JINGZUN PEKING DUCK
An unsung purveyor of Peking duck, Jingzun’s bargain birds are every bite the equal of 
Beijing’s more elite brands, unruly presentation aside.

LUK YU TEA HOUSE
This gorgeous formal teahouse (c 1933) with original art deco decor was the haunt of 
opera artists, writers and painters who came to give recitals and discuss the national 
fate. The food is old-school Cantonese plus a variety of dim sum dumplings. 

ULTRAVIOLET
You’ve probably paired food and wine before, but what about coupling an illuminated 
apple-wasabi communion wafer with purple candles and a specially designed cathedral 
scent? Welcome to China’s most conceptual dining experience.

TASTE OF TIBET
This upscale joint offers a refined take on Tibetan fare in a rustic dining room decorated 
with a fine collection of traditional nomad tools and tapestries.

SINGAPORE AIRLINES TAKES YOU TO 28 
DESTINATIONS ACROSS CHINA 

5 Main Cities 

23 Other Touristic Destinations

  

FORBIDDEN CITY
The Unesco-listed Forbidden City is China’s largest and best-preserved 
collection of ancient buildings, and the largest palace complex in the world. 
Steeped in stultifying ritual and Byzantine regal protocol, this other-worldly 
palace was the reclusive home to two dynasties of imperial rule.

THE GREAT WALL
China’s greatest engineering triumph and must-see sight, the Great Wall 
wriggles haphazardly from its scattered Manchurian remains in Liáoníng 
province to wind-scoured rubble in the Gobi desert and faint traces in the 
unforgiving sands of Xīnjiāng.

RICE TERRACES
Rising to 1000m, they are an amazing feat of farm engineering on hills dotted 
with minority villages. One of the most sublime and beautiful images rewards 
the climb up to the Nine Dragons & Five Tigers Viewing Point with its 
astonishing, curvaceous layers of terraces.

TOP  experiences 
IN CHINA

BEST PLACES TO eat 
IN CHINA

AMAZING CHINA AND TIBET 14D/13N 
Beijing - Lhasa - Xian - Guilin - Yangshuo - Suzhou - Zhouzhuang - Shanghai

Explore China like an insider on this 14-day adventure across its awe-inspiring 
interior. Go for a walk on the Great Wall, explore the bustling city of Beijing, 
and visit the Temple of Heaven, where ancient emperors came to worship the 
heavens. Glimpse daily life in Tibet and cruise the incredible Yangtze River 
on a riverboat. Cycle atop the city walls of Xi’an, and face its standing army 
of terracotta warriors before eating lunch with a local family. Venture into the 
heart of the country and find the pulse of China.

Including:
•13-night accommodation at 5* hotels based on double occupancy.
•Pick up and drop-off between airport & hotel.
• Air-conditioned car, van or bus.  
• Entrance tickets of the attractions as listed.
• English-speaking tour guide.
• Meals as listed in the itinerary.
• Tibet travel permit.
• Assistance of our representative in China and Tibet.

Starting price per person $4498
Recommended airline: Singapore Airlines

MAGICAL CHINA 8D/7N 
Beijing - Zhouzhuang - Suzhou - Hangzhou - Shanghai

Experience the towering achievements of China’s rich history as you uncover its 
past along the Great Wall and reflect on its future among Shanghai’s gleaming 
towers. Explore the country’s great cities, magnificent architecture, gorgeous 
landscapes, and archaeological treasures. Float down the Yangtze River and 
wander among iconic limestone karsts. 

Including:
• 7-night accommodation at hotel based on double occupancy.
• Pick up and drop-off  from your hotel.
• Air-conditioned car, van or bus.
• Entrance tickets of the attractions as listed.
• English-speaking tour guide.
• Meals as listed in the itinerary.
• Train tickets or airfare as listed.
• Assistance of our representative in China.

Starting price per person $1636

CHINA & YANGTZE RIVER 11D/10N 
Beijing - Xian - Chongqing - Yangtze River - Yichang - Shanghai

China’s sheer size is impossible to fathom until you walk across the expanse of 
Tiananmen Square or gaze at the seemingly endless Great Wall. Take a leisurely 
cruise down the Yangtze River and ride the world’s fastest train. Discover this 
magnificent country, from pristine landscapes to towering cityscapes, from 
ancient sites to modern marvels.

Including:
•10-night accommodation at 5* hotels based on double occupancy.
• Pick up and drop-off between airport & hotel.
• Air-conditioned car, van or bus.
• Entrance tickets of the attractions as listed.
• English-speaking tour guide.
• Meals as mentioned in the itinerary.
• Cable car at Great Wall.
• Cruise cabin based on double occupancy.
• All domestic flights from city to city mentioned above.
• Assistance of our representative in China.

Starting price per person $2890
Recommended airline: Singapore Airlines 

Recommended airline: Singapore Airlines
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WHY CHOOSE WILD DISCOVERY?
• A wide choice of packages adapted to your budget and time
• Experienced and knowledgeable staff that presents creative 
    suggestions for your travel requirements
• Fast response to requests and follow-up till the end of your trip

WHAT TO EXPECT?
• A comprehensive choice of travel services
• A choice of the best hotels, cruises and trains
• Permanent assistance from Wild Discovery Head Office at any moment
• Choices that suit families, couples, seniors and groups
• High quality services & strong commitment to customer satisfaction
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Concierge Services | Unforgettable Holidays Experiences | Air Travel & Private Jets | Yachting, Villas, Cruising | International Events & Weddings

Exploration, Adventure & Wildlife | Wellness & Medical | Luxury Camps| Summer Education | Arts & Crafts Holidays | Food & Wine Trails

Lebanon DMC | Africa, Asia and South America Specialist | Greece Specialist | Honeymoon Specialist

www.wilddiscovery.com.lb  -  info@wilddiscovery.com.lb

Call your nearest accredited agent or visit one of our branches

OUR CALL CENTER 
+961 1 560 960

Corporate Desk
+961 1 444 744
+961 1 563 603

Inbound Desk
+961 1 56 56 06
+961 71 202 828

Travel Agent Desk
+961 1 563 603
+961 76 777 549

Private Desk
+961 1 56 36 01
+961 76 68 00 99 

OUR SPECIALIZED DESKS

Group Desk
+961 1 56 05 66

OUR BRANCHES

Gemmayzeh
+961 1 56 56 46

Head Office
+961 1 563 603

Kaslik
+961 9 835 222

LEBANON

EXPERIENCE THE SINGAPORE AIRLINES

PREMIUM ECONOMY CLASS

A GREAT NEW WAY TO FLY.
EXTRA COMFORT. EXTRA CHOICES. EXTRA PRIVILEGES.

When it comes to f lying, it ’s the lit tle things that make the journey great . Like a more comfor table  
seat , addit ional meal and beverage choices, and exclusive privileges. All brought together by  
the same award-winning service you love. It ’s just one of the lengths we go to, to bring you  
a great new way to f ly.

SIApremiumeconomy.com
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    suggestions for your travel requirements
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• A choice of the best hotels, cruises and trains
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Lebanon DMC | Africa, Asia and South America Specialist | Greece Specialist | Honeymoon Specialist
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OUR CALL CENTER 
+961 1 560 960

Corporate Desk
+961 1 444 744
+961 1 563 603

Inbound Desk
+961 1 56 56 06
+961 71 202 828

Travel Agent Desk
+961 1 563 603
+961 76 777 549

Private Desk
+961 1 56 36 01
+961 76 68 00 99 

OUR SPECIALIZED DESKS

Group Desk
+961 1 56 05 66

OUR BRANCHES

Gemmayzeh
+961 1 56 56 46

Head Office
+961 1 563 603

Kaslik
+961 9 835 222

LEBANON

EXPERIENCE THE SINGAPORE AIRLINES

PREMIUM ECONOMY CLASS

A GREAT NEW WAY TO FLY.
EXTRA COMFORT. EXTRA CHOICES. EXTRA PRIVILEGES.

When it comes to f lying, it ’s the lit tle things that make the journey great . Like a more comfor table  
seat , addit ional meal and beverage choices, and exclusive privileges. All brought together by  
the same award-winning service you love. It ’s just one of the lengths we go to, to bring you  
a great new way to f ly.

SIApremiumeconomy.com


